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For Korean speakers the age of their counterpart is most important so as proper speech level is used. It never
stays fixed on specific events Assmann  They give each task the time needed to complete it. But it should be
an enjoyment rather than an argument or disagreement Galtung  Debates are loved; different opinions and
contradictions are expected and anticipated Galtung  Think about the following before your process begins:
Appointments in Germany are mandatory and meetings in German companies are generally scheduled well in
advance. Moreover, the language overcomes the gap between the elite and the proletarians. If small talk
occurs, some good conversation topics include: sports soccer, hiking, skiing and German breweries Although
Germans protect their privacy, they will open up as trust is established. It also seems that communication
creates counterbalance between contradictory opinions so that they can be accepted Galtung  Search for:
Business meeting etiquette Meetings come in all shapes and sizes, and are more important than ever in
business today. Follow up letter after meeting with client Once a meeting has concluded with German
counterparts, then normal post-meeting procedures should apply. Do not ask personal questions related to
occupation, salary, age, family or children even if you have a well-established friendship. In the UK, pressure
tactics and imposing deadlines are ways of closing deals whilst in Greece this would backfire. Under German
law, if an agreement is reached on the phone and one party shortly thereafter confirms the contents, as being
their understanding in a confirmation letter, the other party has to object without undue delay or the contents
of the confirmation letter will form the basis of the agreement. Creating value is a cooperative process
whereby the parties in the negotiation seek to realize the full potential benefit of the relationship. The biggest
challenge when dealing with Koreans from a European perspective is how should people be addressed?
Koreans will negotiate in teams and decisions will be based upon consensual agreement. Make sure your
printed material is available in both English and German. Secondly, it is characterised by reconstructing
long-term memories in present situations. Deference is given to authority. In formal German business
meetings, it is customary for the highest-ranking person to enter the room first. Negotiations are likely to be in
French unless they occur outside France. While a degree of formality will continue to exist in the business
relationship, an effort to build an understanding of the German language and culture will improve
relationships significantly. But at Korean level, greeting by bowing is standard practice. Attitudes to business
meals Business entertaining usually takes place in restaurants. The French enjoy conversation for the sake of
conversation, but they are also very pragmatic about details of the proposed agreement during negotiations.
Expeditious handling of correspondence is mandatory. The collective attitude is what counts Galtung  So in
debates a different opinion is allowed. People seem to be fact-oriented Galtung and base their attitudes on
empirical knowledge instead of theories, as with people belonging to the Teutonic style. As with most
European countries, meetings etiquette in Germany relies on professionalism, good business sense and
formality.


